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The Keppel Isles…
…weIl two of them…
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October was characterized by bush,
beaches, storms and sea-beds. And
between a blown a fuse and a pulled
hamstring….
We’ve been around ‘The Keppels’ for a
while now but by the end of October
we’d only actually stepped foot on two
islands of the island group. True, they
were the biggest two islands, but I had
hoped to explore more of them, islands
we hadn’t previously visited. The main
reason for not exploring further was
weather. We covered all the walks on
North Keppel Island (minus a few
meters) but given an injury I’d picked
up late last month, our exploration of
Great Keppel Island has been limited to
the southern/western section; we still
have longer and tougher walks waiting
to be revisited or conquered here.
Notably, at the end of the month we
were back on our own; our travelling
companions, Anapa, had headed south.
We have however started catching up
with other boats we haven’t seen for
quite some time, some for some years,
as they journey on their annual
migration back south.
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As the morning had been focused on batteries,
the days’ walk was not taken until 1530 and then
it was only a short stroll along the beach. At 1600
we caught up with Arabella and in the evening
we were entertained with an AFL football match.

The Flat Circuit

Great Keppel Island: Fisherman’s Beach
1st October 2020. We were awake at 0430! The
battery alarm had gone off! And as this is the
second time in a couple of days this has happened
we are of the opinion there must be a gremlin in
the system. Since our new batteries have been
installed they’ve done reasonably well but only
really done what we would consider, according to
manuals and available information, one normal
charging cycle. Something is clearly not quite right
and whilst we are of the opinion the installation
was correct, we think there may be an issue with
the programing of the monitoring system (despite
the contractor seeming to follow all of the
recommended settings). Perhaps instead we have a
dud part. We had looked for an ‘authorised Victron
expert’ in Gladstone just to double check the
settings, but there isn’t one. The closest previous
contact given to us was in Bundaberg but we didn’t
stay long enough there to organise a visit. We
conducted three shortish charges of the batteries
this morning as the system was jumping into
absorption mode far too soon.
Sometime last month, I suspect doing the mad
paddle on the boards back from Anapa in less than
ideal conditions on the 23rd September, I managed
to pull the hamstring in my right leg. I didn’t feel
the injury immediately hence the assumption of its
origin, but I did start to notice, as we went for
exploratory walks a few days later, that there was
a tightness at the back of my right leg. I was
unaware of exactly what the injury was for quite
some time and have only just started to treat it
with a bit of respect. So my main job for today was
spending some time rubbing and icing the leg.
Andrew’s job of the day was fixing/replacing the
danbuoy piping that we had lost in our aborted
attempt to get to Bundaberg on the 10th August.
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2nd October 2020. We dubbed the walk (stroll)
we did today the ‘Flat Circuit’; for the simple
reason it is flat – which is exactly what I want
given the hamstring issue. Searching ‘Dr Google’
about the hamstring issue indicates the
prescribed remedy as ‘rest’. But if I rest too much
I can see the leg will seize up and I’ll be in even
more trouble.
So the 2nd October was mainly a
‘rest’ day on boat. But we did
journey around the ‘Flat Circuit’
around the resort area in the
morning - before it got too hot.
The only other excursion was a
venture off boat to the Eco
Resort at Happy Hour to catch
up with four other boats (and as
it turns out, a boat broker from
Pittwater) – the selling point of
this excursion was that it was
Friday afternoon, and we were
told there is live music on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday
afternoons; indeed a blackboard
at the venue indicated as such.
Except there wasn’t! And the
service was horrendous. It is
run by backpackers (aren’t they
all), but when there were four
people behind the bar and only
one serving it doesn’t encourage
a second visit! We had been
contemplating
staying
for
dinner (although I note the
menu has dropped a few notches since we were
last here) but given the service and lack of
entertainment we headed back to boat as the
twilight faded into darkness.
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3rd October 2020. The 3rd of October was a simple day on boat!
4th October 2020. Easterly to south easterly winds - and too
uncomfortable to get off boat. We read a bit. In fact we read a lot
– I was feeling guilty about it as there is so much regular
maintenance that needs doing – but just as I got up to polish the
second half of the starboard gunwale I noticed it was raining in
close proximity, and it wasn’t until I rushed downstairs to close
the three windows and a hatch that I realised Sengo was getting
wet. I did eventually get the rest of the starboard gunwale
polished – rushing between showers and being careful not to
overcook my right arm. My hamstring issue is still here and I am
at a bit of a loss of how to treat it - short of eating well, massage,
and (improvised) hot and cold packs.
5th October 2020. There were blue skies above us – and grey
clouds to west and south. I got
up around 0700. The winds
were a bit lighter this
morning
but
still
too
uncomfortable to get off boat.
The job of the day was to put
polish on top of the helm
station.
6th October 2020. The 6th October started out drizzly but turned
into a beautiful day. We didn’t do much. I thought about going for
a walk but I was conscious that I should be resting my leg, so we
didn’t. It is so frustrating - when I am finally in the mood to get
back into some serious exercise, I can’t. We did however get an
invitation to go out to lunch with A Fine Line so we spent a
lovely afternoon with R &H.
Jobs of the day – made muffins
for breakfast as we had no
muesli left, buffed off the top
of the helm station polish,
read a bit, did a bit of
The drizzly part of the day
September’s newsletter.
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7th October 2020. I made muesli
this morning. We were up early
with another low battery alarm (at
75%!! ??!}. I put polish on the front
cap of the boat, read a bit, and
continued with Sep’s newsletter.
There were grey skies to the east
but the rain according to
bom.gov.au radar was not a risk.
Whilst I was putting polish on the
cap there was huge a rainbow over
the mainland but by the time I’d
finished the job only the bottom
northern stub was left. The rain
radar proved to be wrong and at
0725 a light drizzle covered us,
and Great Keppel Island –
immediately buffing the polish off
was not an option.
I did eventually end up buffing off
the polish. We also went for a ‘Flat
Circuit’ walk – toying with the idea
of a double circuit but my head
won out over my heart – the rest
of me is fit enough and itching for
exercise – the hamstring however
is still a bit sore. Juggling between
rest and keeping it flexible is
getting very frustrating.

Part of the Fiat Circuit
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To North Keppel Island (Ko-no-mie)
Pumpkin channel

8th October 2020. We conducted the last ‘Flat Circuit’ walk for this current stay at this
anchorage this morning, but in the opposite direction, noting a friar bird on nest over
the pathway (the nest didn’t look big enough), and shortly after, a discarded similar
nest on the ground. Before heading back to boat, we said farewell to Kool Sid II
because we weren’t quite sure when we were going to next catch up with them.
We had the anchor up and were heading north at 0925. The anchor was down in
Pumpkin Channel between North Keppel Island and Pumpkin Island around 1100.
We’d motored all the way and whilst we could have had the genoa out to get around
Miall Island (Ma-ma-lon-bi), after that it was going to be motoring in to the wind for
the rest of the journey anyway. There was some noticeable swell as we approached
the gap to head into the anchorage, and seemed to be a lot of ‘dirt’ on top of the
water, but once anchored, the swell had died down to a comfortable gentle roll, and
the ‘sediment’ had disappeared.
This was our first time at this anchorage and it is what tropical island anchorages
should be all about - islands on both sides with beaches, fringing reef and only a few
boats. We knew of the three boats in here – a cat we’ve waved to on and off for the
past 5 years, one mono had been anchored behind us at Fisherman’s several days ago
and the other mono was the boat that rushed to beat us through The Narrows – we
had however yet to meet any of their crew.
Anapa had been in the marina for the past week and we were reunited with them as
they joined us in this anchorage shortly after we’d arrived. They also brought our
food shop over – generously picking up an online order at the supermarket that I’d
pre-arranged a few days earlier
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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and inviting. The tide was rising and a fair way out so Andrew
anchored out with a long lode (which ended up being not long
enough), and the water was delightfully warm. Small Turtles were
frolicking inshore.
I was a bit worried about my hamstring but I managed to control my
steps and enjoy the stroll – with only a little niggle coming through at
the end, probably more due to tiredness rather than excessive strain.
The walk was around 5 kilometres.
We didn’t see many people on the island; a couple of National Park’s
service staff heading off to do maintenance, and three walkers from
another boat that we’d met a few nights before in Fisherman’s Beach.

Mazie Bay Track
9th October 2020. It was a hot
day. Most days are hot at the
moment, and in one respect that
is a good thing. That is the
reason we head north. Whilst
we’d been to North Keppel
Island before it was a long time
ago, and the only track we’d
done was the Ko-no-mie Trail and its various offshoots.
Admittedly that is the longer of
the walking options on this
island. This morning however,
being anchored essentially off
Mazie Bay, we (with Anapa)
took
the
casual,
slightly
undulating, stroll along the
Mazie Bay Track north to
Considine Beach and back again,
via a slight detour at each end
(up a bit of the Banksia Track at
the north end and via the
Wetlands Track at the south
end). The tinnie trip over was
gentle, the water almost glass,
the fringing coral reef obvious
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au

Sengo and Anapa at Considine Bay
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10th October 2020. We were woken up by a battery
alarm. Really. This is getting ridiculous! And whilst we
are convinced the batteries are fine and the issue is
only a software problem, the implications are
frustrating. After a battery charge we headed over to
the beach so I could double check I was happy with the
mask and snorkel before doing some actual snorkeling.
I got wet, I got cold, but we didn’t get to go snorkeling.
The test area was turbid, and silty, and there was
nothing to see. So the idea was to head back to boat,
pick up our stinger suits and flippers etc and try to get
to the reef to the other side of the anchorage, which we
thought might be shallower than the reef on the
northern side where we were. On the way back to
Sengo we made our way slowly over the northern reef

To Considine Bay
11th October 2020. I started another project today.
Images of large nets on historic sailing ships with
fruit and vegies suspended under cockpit roofs
reflect a practicality of storage of food. I recently
saw something similar on a modern catamaran and
it got me thinking about what we could do to
reduce the number of ‘fruit’ or ‘vegie’ bowls we
have floating around. So I started constructing a
proto-type hanging box.
We’d moved this morning to Considine Bay. There
was a south-easterly wind coming. It was to last a
few days and some of it was predicted to be strong.
Whilst the most obvious shelter from here would
have been back on Great Keppel Island on Leekes
Beach, it wasn’t necessarily going to be the most
comfortable. Several models over several programs
had the swell predictions to be from the northeast…. straight into Leekes beach. This means that
for the next few days the potential of wind against
tide wasn’t going to be just at change of tide, it was
going to be a constant for 24 hours per day. The
alternative was around the corner from Pumpkin
Passage on North Keppel Island at Cosidine Bay;
there would be some wrap-around swell from the
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au

of our anchorage, seeing what we could from
above. But - we were distracted. To our
south-west there was a small vessel (tender)
with three souls (alive) and an engine with its
cover off. That cant be good! Whilst they
would have been able to paddle back to their
base eventually we ended up towing the
vessel back. It was a bit late for a snorkel now,
and we headed out for an explore in the tinnie
instead, traveling around a rocky Islet, and
Pumpkin Island and past the public mooring
at Sloping Island, where the snorkeling would
be just off boat if you managed to be secured
to it. Evening socialising was on Babieca.

top and bottom of the island, and because of the
tide drop predictions we would have to be a long
way from shore (and the corresponding height of
the spring high tide would be greater), but the
resultant wind against tide times would be a lot
less, restricted, hopefully, to a few hours across
the change of tide on each rotation.
So, we headed north and indeed anchored ‘a long
way’ off shore to cover the tide drop in a few days
time (the system was expected to last about a
week -and we knew the boats that were currently
anchored inshore of us, unless they wanted to
beach, would eventually be moving).
The south easterly was already blowing by the
time we found our suitable
anchoring spot but we
braved the waves and
headed to shore for an
afternoon walk anyway. It
wasn’t exciting, just two
laps of the beach with
Anapa and one with
Arabella but it was at least,
a stretch of the legs.
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12th October 2020. We moved today. But it wasn’t far – in
fact, it was less than 200 meters! Toward shore. The swell
overnight had not been what you’d call significant (we have
coped with worse), but it was definitely noticeable. Whilst
we didn’t have much scope to get closer to land considering
this very shallow anchorage, we inched in a bit closer to
shore in the hope that tonight’s overnight wind against tide
might be a bit more comfortable. The day wasn’t really
conducive to getting off boat but we braved the conditions
to have an afternoon cuppa on Anapa, although that was
delayed slightly because the wind spiked just as we were
going to get off boat.
I spent some time today finishing off the prototype of the
fruit hanging basket. I had used a pattern but there was still
a bit of engineering thought that went into adjusting it to
add mesh to allow for ventilation. Even so, Andrew decided
that he now wants the item in mesh only! A much simpler
job admittedly. Given this though, I have discovered that

Three days - ish

13th, 14th, 15 October 2020.
13th October 2020. The move on the 12th, such as it was,
was justified as overnight to the morning of the 13th was
not nearly as rolly as the night before had been.
Unfortunately however, during this period, we were
mainly angled more south than east for most of the day,
which left us less protected than desired. Picking up on
the BOM observations on the 13th to get an ‘accurate’ look
at local conditions wasn’t simple; Yeppon was offline –
Rosslyn Bay was reading south. For sometime the
research boat, which had turned up last night to anchor
further off shore than us, was still behind us but left
before 0730. Skies were overcast
Wind, swell, and rain was a constant for the next three
days. Three boats (or four boats at one stage), plus one
research ship were anchored out at our anchoring region.
There were times over the three days of relative calm.
Skies changed from blue to grey and back again. Days
were filled in with mundane activities. We had pancakes
for breakfast on Thursday. Dinner was left over pumpkin
soup as a pasta sauce. I did some washing and read three
books. Our battery charging system was still having
issues and we had to revert to the engines – and did that
mean there was something wrong with the generator as
at one point there seemed to be no charge going in from
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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the mesh I have isn’t quite big enough
for the project to be done in just one
scrap piece (just) so I will have to join
two bits before I start. I finished the day
with a bit of washing and recreational
reading.

For several nights a research ship joined us
for overnight anchoring.

the genset? In the end we think Andrew
actually solved the issue on the 15th
October. The constant theme of this issue
was that the charge entering the charger
had been reducing. But once it got to
practically zero, Andrew went in for a
further investigation. And found a blown
fuse! He hadn’t expected the issue to be
the fuse. The first thing he had noticed
was that the fuse was extremely loose in
its housing – then he noticed the black.
Replacing it with a slightly smaller rated
fuse (the highest rating we had) solved the
problem. Everything seemed back to
normal. The genset was now putting high
levels of charge in, the charge was getting
to expected levels and we breathed a big
sigh of relief. To think we have had three
months of frustration because of a dicky
fuse! (I note this is the second time a
blown fuse has stuffed us up with
batteries – the last time was in Port
Stephens in 2017). We had booked into
see the local ‘authorised’ installer on
Monday. With today’s fix we think we
don’t need him. But we will keep that
appointment anyway – just to double
check
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When a vessel is drifting with the tide and there’s no
one on it, you know something is wrong. There was no
individual attached to this colorful kayak, or snorkeler
in the water so we assumed, correctly as it turned out,
that it was the vessel that the parks staff used to
transport themselves from their bigger moored boat
to shore. This was confirmed when we found the
paddle ashore, laying lonely by itself, just above the
high tide mark.

Ko-no-mie Trail
The long awaited trip to land. And we made sure we got a
good walk.
16th October 2020. My hamstring was still niggly but not
overly sore and I knew what was potentially on the cards
today might be pushing it a bit. Nonetheless we went to shore
with aspirations. We didn’t encounter the rangers (whose
kayak we’d saved on the way to land) but we did encounter
one school group who had arrived an hour before and the
students were busy putting up their tents, the supervisor was
adamant to note, in amongst the sand-flies. The kids
apparently ranged from year’s 8, 9 10 and 11 and were here
until Sunday. I was hoping to let the rangers know about
their kayak but they were not to be seen so we headed off on
the start of the Ko-no-mie Trail – for only a few hundred
meters! The track crosses an inlet lined with mangroves –
and as we were in a period of spring tides there was still
plenty of water in it. Plan B was needed. We headed back
along the Mazie Bay Track with the aim of taking the left
hand turn on the Banksia Track to get onto the Ko-no-mie
Trail that way. Our first turn however just got us on a
walking track that avoided a bit of the road and we ended up
coming out on a spot we’d been not ten minutes before (I
admit this was my fault). Third time lucky we actually found
the relevant track, walked a hundred meters or so and turned
right up to the Keppel Bay Lookout. On this up track we met
another group of school kids (with adults). The ages of this
group however seemed younger than the purported year 8’s
so they may have been more than one school on the island.
The Keppel Bay Lookout has a picnic table and has a great
outlook, overlooking Pumpkin Passage where we’d been
anchored just a few days before. Back on track we turned
right again, through the stifling (no breeze affected)
xanthoria dominated forest (which was unfortunately
invaded by prickly pear) until we reached the open, treeless
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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tops of the hills. Open and hot, this area is high and
leads to the Bald Hill Lookout before you back track a
bit, head down hill and either do an extra 1.6 kilometre
return trip to Bayfield Outlook or head down hill for 2.5
kilometres back to the camping area. The tide had
dropped significantly but there was still water across
the path when we finally headed back to boat– this time
we skirted the mangroves looking for a way to cross
rather than walk an extra kilometre or so to get around
the flooded inlet.

© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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To Fisherman’s Beach – Great Keppel Island
17th October 2020. The swell was supposed to have abated
significantly but perhaps ‘abating’ not abated’ was the more
apt description. It had been a bit rolly overnight at high tide.
There were a few clouds this morning as I got up just before
sunrise. I still hadn’t made muesli so I made apple and pear
muffins for breakfast. In the hope to beat the weekend rush we
moved to Fisherman’s’ Beach fairly early – but we hadn’t
beaten much. A significant number of the boats that had been
anchored at Leekes Beach (someone mentioned 29) had
moved across already and because of the tide we still had to
anchor a fair wait out. Whilst we could have perhaps sailed a
significant portion of distance to the Fisherman’s Beach
anchorage we had the motors on all the way – using the
engines to put a bit of power back into the batteries. We did
have the genoa up for most of the way however, which gained
an extra half to one knot. A Catana, apart from the research
ship the only other boat in our North Keppel anchorage
overnight, came south with full sails up, left after us, efficiently
cut off a bit of distance with a different rum line and effectively
overtook us- but Catanas are built a bit more for speed than we
are. A boat we know reported that the Fisherman’s Beach
anchorage went from 3 boats to 33 boats in a few short hours.
I had promised lunch at Tropical Vibe so Anapa and Sengo
headed off to shore late morning, and ordered the much
sought after burgers as we got to the premises, managing to
jag a table in the shade before the hordes turned up. After a
short beach stroll we headed back to boat. The afternoon was
taken up with washing yesterday’s hike clothes, tidying a bit,
recreational reading and watching the AFL preliminary final
match.

To Long Beach – Great Keppel Island
18th October 2020. We went for a morning walk – the Flat
Circuit, with a bit of a detour to include behind the beach of the
eco resort. This meant we missed the friar bird nest along the
main eco resort thoroughfare, but were entertained by the
birds flying through the bush track between the resort and the
track to the lookout. A few other birds called in this area – but
were not seen – although Andrew did spot a bush thicknee
(bush curlew) along the bush track. A Superb Fruit dove was
heard (sounds like a gibbon). There were no goats here as we
expected but we found the flock on the other side of the fence
of the old resort area. We finished the walk with a relaxing
coffee at Tropical Vibes, sitting looking out over the water and
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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noting what a lovely day it was. We
headed back to Sengo via chats to
Kool Sid II and Anapa.
We moved anchorages before lunch,
Andrew juggling our position as I
was lifting the anchor because the
Jenaueu
that
had
anchored
yesterday afternoon managed to get
a little bit close. There was someone
on board, probably keeping a close
eye on our position, but she should
have been getting the fenders out – I
could have almost jumped off our
front bow to the tender hanging off
their transom….
The change in anchorage was due
because of an expected northerly/
north-easterly change, although
ironically when we started picking
up the anchor the wind was blowing
south at Sengo, west at Rosslyn Bay
and east at Yeppoon! For the
moment this meant we had a lee
shore when we put the anchor down
at Long Beach – but by evening the
change had come in and we were
comfortably facing the right way.
Someone said ‘parting is such sweet
sorrow’. Anapa came across to
share chicken risotto (actually
they’d supplied the chicken) and
tofu chocolate mouse (I hadn’t tried
it before – needs a bit of work but
was eaten) as a farewell meal. After
nearly a constant two months
together (minus a week) we’ve been
with Anapa since early August.
Tomorrow we go our separate ways,
at least for the moment – we fully
expect to catch up with them again
within the next couple of months.
Their company over the past two
months,
however,
has
been
delightful.
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Anapa leaving Long Beach anchorage

On our own again.
19th October 2020. We were up early to see Anapa head off
(motor along with several other boats) on their way south.
We made our way across to Keppel Bay Marina under motor.
The sea was full of brown ‘sediment’. I had originally thought
this was dirt debris…. But turns out it is coral spawn. And it
collects in the marina and goes off and gets awfully smelly – last
time we were here I thought it was just that the marina didn’t
have a good tidal flow – seems I was wrong.
It was blowing 4.6 knots when we came through the entrance to
the rock wall. It was blowing 5.8 by the time we’d tied up - with
the help of a power cat owner in an adjacent pen. As we were
heading up the fairway to the yellow arm, another cat turned in
front of us and secured itself to blue arm, tying up a matter of
minutes before us. Seems he also had electrical problems and he
must have made the phone call to the electrician just ahead of
Andrew. We were second in line - we had to wait (the
estimation was a couple of hours). We’d booked in for two
nights but paid for one night only as if everything went to plan,
and tomorrow was calm enough, then we wouldn’t stick around.
We passed the canvas guy we’d called a few days earlier on the
way down the arm and he was going to bring the required
materials across tomorrow morning. Then after a second
breakfast at Waterline Café we were back on boat waiting for
the sparky. He turned up at around 1200. And left just after
1400. He went through our system, determined that it had
indeed been set up correctly both physically (as we expected)
and electronically (which we were starting to doubt before the
fuse blew) and that clearly our problem for the past couple of
months had been that damn fuse shaking itself to destruction.

October 2020

good chat about the logistics of
upgrading our solar panels;
Andrew getting his head further
around that process. After this it
was a quick late lunch (apple and
pear muffins) before picking up
the pre booked courtesy car at
1445. You only get two hours
with the courtesy car – which is
not a lot seeing you lose 30
minutes or so getting to Yeppoon,
then you have to find a car park,
then get to whichever shop you
are looking for (we went to
Woolies which is probably the
closest
of
the
major
supermarkets from the marina)
and then do your shop. We were
doing a big shop, so we weren’t
dawdling. We did get the car back
on time (with a few moments to
spare) but there was no room for
having a look around town. By
this time we were exhausted and
my original idea of walking up to
the headland to watch the sunset
over the marina was scrapped.
We had managed to put most of
the fridge stuff away but we
needed a break. The iceberg
lettuce finally got put away
around 2130 – after a 40 minute
casual evening stroll.

He did make a couple of very small adjustments to the system,
that ensure a back up if something goes wrong, and we had a
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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Whilst we didn’t want to get too close to the ferries
while we were waiting for fuel… the ferry captains
have no such issues….getting very intimate in the
Fisherman’s Beach anchorage!!

Waiting for access to the fuel dock

20th October 2020. Fortunately we got an early
morning walk (to the exciting destination of the local
fuel station for some unleaded fuel) because we didn’t
get another opportunity for exercise for the rest of the
day. The morning skies were mixed, the temperature
was warm and we were waiting still for a couple of
items before we could get off dock. The first was some
fuses the electrician was going to see if he could get in
town, but no one locally had them so we will just hope
that the current fuse for the electrical system (the one
that has probably caused all our issues for the past
couple of months) holds out until we can get some
spares. The other was some bolt-rope track that was
going to be delivered around 1000. The early morning
winds were negligible and it would have been good to
leave dock first thing – as is my usual preference.
According to the tranche on bom.gov.au from 0700 to
1000 the winds were due to be 5-10 knots and doable.
The darker blues were due in later and I really wanted
to get off dock before these. The bolt-rope track got
delivered at 1000 on the dot. However we didn’t leave
immediately; G had come to say hello, but we did chuck
him off at 1030 (sorry) with the assumption we would
catch up when he was out of the marina. And we
headed off to the fisherman’s’ fuel dock. It should have
been a quick exercise but there was a boat already on it
and we circled around the pond (outside the Freedom
Fast Cats dock) waiting for at least 20 minutes. And we
weren’t the only ones! We knew of a powerboat also
circling behind us and apparently there were more; or
so I was told by the fuel attendant who finally helped us
on dock. (As a nifty offside, the diesel fuel is pumped
from a dispenser that is fully silver metal and looks
ancient but you can change it from high to low flow).
Fuelled up we were heading out the entrance as we put
the fenders and ropes away and despite the wish to
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au

head back to Pumpkin Passage, the easterly
in the forecast before the predicted northerly
in a few days had us instead heading into
Fisherman’s’ Beach for temporary protection.
We spent late afternoon with Kool Sid II.
21st October 2020. There was a high chance
of rain forecast today (60-70%) so we were
surprised with mostly blue skies when we
got up this morning. By early afternoon
however, they were mostly grey. We didn’t
do much. I had actually, for some
unexplained reason, felt sick most of the day
so was incapable of doing much anyway. I
tidied the desk drawers, rinsed some meat
bags, read a bit and retrieved a bit of plastic
from the back of the stove with a walking
stick and some blue tack (after the fancy
prong things just wouldn’t pick the item up).
The easterly wind held on longer than
expected so we bided our time, instead of
moving to Pumpkin Passage. The anchorage
filled up a bit – some boats came up from
Long Beach and some joined us as part of
their southward migration

That wasn’t expected.
22nd October 2020. The patter of rain woke
me up at midnight but it wasn’t as if we
weren’t expecting it. By the time we’d gone
to bed the 60-70pc chance had reduced to
20-50pc and that probably depended on
where you were. We had put the vinyl over
the front cockpit cushions and bean bags the
night before so the only preparation was
pulling a few back cockpit cushions back
away from the edge. The rain radar had a
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large patch of rain coming up from the south west. Whether it have been moving on we would
would get to us would depend on its eventual trajectory. Clearly have put up with his position but
at 0000 some of it was above us. At this point I just turned over given the forecast….
and went back to sleep.
Before heading across to land to
At 0300 however it was another matter. It was still raining drop off rubbish and do one final
(although when I finally checked the rain radar most of the Flat Circuit we engaged with the
system had gone over us). But what woke me was the noise. The skipper. We told him he was 25
wind hadn’t only picked up a bit – it was sounding like the meters in front and we had 25
proverbial freight train – or so it seemed to me. I blinked myself meters of chain out. ‘Wont be a
awake, stumbled out of bed, flipped a couple of light switches problem,’ he replied. ‘My anchor is
and put the instruments on. When the screen came up I was nowhere near yours.’ No, that is not
grateful to see we hadn’t moved (we only had 25 meters of chain what we are saying. And I repeated
out courtesy of the shallow anchorage and when we’d anchored, myself. And he repeated himself.
our proximity to the two boats either side of us). The wind ‘Bet you a million dollars’, he said,
however was playing the high twenties and early thirties. The ‘I’m nowhere near it,’ he said. Of
highest I saw was 31.7 knots – so much for the 10-15 forecast. course he was right on top of it. I
Checking the bom.gov.au Yeppoon had read 35 knots and couldn’t have taken the bet –if the
Rosslyn Bay 36 knots just around the time I’d woken up around guy doesn’t have an engine – he
ten minutes before. I stayed up to make sure we weren’t moving certainly wont have one million
before going back to bed. There was no one at this stage in front dollars! We had given him 45
of us (that I was aware) so there was no chance of anyone minutes to either move, or just pull
dragging onto us but I suspect a few other crew members in the his rode in (we suspect it is rope
anchorage were up. There were lots of anchor lights out the because the skipper pulls the
back, but there also seemed to be the running lights on a anchor up by hand) but he didn’t do
monohull – I could see two port lights on one boat (one at about either. So then it was a very delicate
level, one on the mast – which I am assuming is a tri-light and (and
frustrating)
piece
of
possibly illegal). However when we got up – before 0600 – there manoeuvring to get our chain up
is a small power boat directly in front of us. When did he turn and even when we got to within the
up? At least he didn’t drag.
tender range of the vessel and it was
clear our anchor was under him he
By mid morning the power boat had shifted (ironically to help a
still did not move. Another yachty
boat that had in fact dragged onto rocks at the southern end of came across in his tender and pulled
the anchorage). But another boat had taken its place. We the rode of the small boat so that it
discover in this community that there are many boats who have drifted away from where we were,
fine, decent, and caring and considerate crews. Some do not. A but not far – and this yachty had the
small monohull had come in to anchor in front of us. He was cheek to tell me to pull the anchor in
only 25 meters away, which under normal circumstances I find a from there. I don’t know how he
bit close but in calm weather we tolerate – usually boats abuses his anchor windlass, but I try
anchored that close move on. Except that last night hadn’t been not to abuse mine – pulling the
calm weather and there was a northerly coming. The thing was, anchor in still taught at an angle is
our anchor was 25 meters in front of us. The assumption was going to do it not good at all.
that this was a deliberate move by the boat to be cheeky – he Eventually we got out of there –
had been anchored off to our stern a couple of nights previously after both me yelling at the
(and had left for one night) and we may have been deemed a bit ^*&&***##^^%!! (who just laughed
close to home then (but we were more than 25 meters away), in my face) and Andrew having his
and I did send Andrew out to see if we needed to move when he say, although he did turn the
was picking up his anchor. We didn’t. The upshot here was headset off before doing so, so I
though, that he knew exactly where our anchor was. If we hadn’t
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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Avoid this boat!!!
don’t know what he said. I do know one thing
though – that just like Neros (the boat who
dragged and hit us in the middle of the night in
late March) we will make sure we try to avoid
this deliberately belligerent boat in future.
23rd October 2020. The 23rd October was a day
of domestics. My main project was finishing
(just about) the fruit hanging basket, sewing the
bolt-rope onto its sides. The other main activity
was reading – I am going through quite a few
books. The highlight of the day however was an
afternoon visit from Blue Pointer, a boat we
haven’t seen for a long time

24th October 2020.
The 24th October was
a day on boat. After
some contemplation
on size I put a pocket
on the end of the
hanging fruit bag. I
also conducted a
small amount of
polishing (front of
steps), cleaned under
where the engine
hatches come down,
read a bit, and we
finished the day by
watching the AFL
grand final...sort of –
see box

Before the pocket

Last time we were in this area for the AFL
Grand Final, we sat on dock at the marina to
ensure tv reception. The teams playing were
of no particular interest to us. This year, the
team I had been following for years was in
the game. We weren’t on dock and we didn’t
have tv reception. We were relying on
internet reception and a very small screen
for our viewing pleasure. We were also not
within direct line to the mainland.
Subsequent to say, the reception was dodgy
and kept cutting out – the broadcast is
behind anyway but we even missed the first
bounce….My team didn’t win anyway… there
is always next year.

© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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25th October 2020. Having discovered the pocket on
the fruit bag was too big, this morning I sewed a tab
of Velcro in the middle of it (so the garlic wont fall
out). I also contemplated making Andrew a new
spanner bag. Fortunately he didn’t want one (the one
he’s got now I made when we were land based – it is
not the best). This means I save myself a job and can
now contemplate putting the sewing machine back
into storage).
We kept an eye west, where the distant rumbles
emanated from, and watched a front form down the
coast. Whilst it seemed to be getting more defined,
the radar had the rain heading south-east down the
coast line. The smooth angled end of the front was
obvious for some minutes… and then it wasn’t. Then I
realised it looked like it had headed north. That could
only mean one thing. Its trajectory had changed; it
was coming our way!
By 1420 the rain was starting and an hour later it
seemed to have passed. But that was just a ruse.
There were systems being created all afternoon on
the coast that eventually headed our way. We
shouldn’t complain however, according to the rain
radar, North Keppel Island was getting more rain.
The evening was capped off
with the ‘morning’ yoga
session.

October 2020

26th October 2020. The biggest shock I got
today was the news that someone tried to burn
down the old resort yesterday – well an
accommodation block actually – and they set
fire to another whilst the locals were battling
the first blaze! According to news articles
police are asking for witnesses - anyone that
was in Fisherman’s Beach who may have seen
something at the time were asked to come
forward. I doubt they will get any responses –
most sensible boats will have moved from
there before the storm. The fire was going
around 1500 apparently. The rain started
around 1400. I have one photo that shows
different coloured grey in the sky but it is
through mesh, and I was just expecting more
rain cloud. As the resort site is in a bit of a
limbo, the obvious assumption would be that
the fire was an insurance job….. but apparently
the local ‘lads’ come across from the mainland
for a bit of ‘fun.’ Previous broken doors and
windows have been attributed to this sort of
vandalism and it is a real shame, some of those
buildings could easily be revamped if they
weren’t open to the elements.
There had been a line of clouds on the eastern
horizon before dawn this morning. The
morning pink a soft background to the regular
congestus I could see lined up between the
islands. However by the time I got out of bed
an hour later at 0620, the sun had burned them
away and there were bright blue skies and a
hot sun. The winds were calm, waves breaking
on the shore the dominant sound
(intermingled with the ruckus of the channel
billed cuckoos), and at least one of the 40 boats
that had called this anchorage home last night
had gone.
I got breakfast, answered some emails, did
some newsletter and washed the dishes before
0800.
Storms were expected from late
morning but you wouldn’t have known it.
Despite the weather this morning we didn’t get
off boat, but we did get one small yoga session
in to call exercise. I also managed a bit of
polishing, a bit of reading and some washing.
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1330 Thunder
27th October 2020. The morning was grey. Very grey. But calm – to
a point. According to the rain radar there was a rain patch at
Byfield heading this way but it dissipated. We took a beach walk. I
thought that as we had not walked for
so long something more challenging
might do some damage to my not yet
recovered hamstring... some boats had
left the anchorage. The lagoon
catamaran next door ran his noisy
generator mid morning.

October 2020

knots in a matter of seconds,
and there we had the added
hazard of dragging boats in the
dark! As far as I know here, we
all held. (There were still 40
boats in anchorage– some had
gone out during the day and
others had come in – and
several had their running lights
on during the storm).

Superb fruit doves and channel billed
cuckoos were heard from a distance but
when we got to shore it was bush birds
that provided the song. It was an
outgoing tide. We had a chat to a couple
of boats whilst we were on shore and
another came over to say a brief hello late morning.
The 1330 thunder. For the past few days thunder has started at
around 1330. Today it was a bit earlier, with distant rumbles heard
around 1245. Inland, on the mainland. This morning the patch of
rain developing off Byfield looked like it would come our way. It
dissipated. Another one arose but it didn’t get much further and
was heading north of us. Svennsons might have got a tinge wet
from the fringes of that set. The one after that however looked
juicer and the one after that became ‘our afternoon storm’. The
mugginess was palpable during the afternoon but despite the
thunder the first drops didn’t fall on us until about 1730. And then
boy did they fall. The wind of course got suddenly very intense.
There had been an anomaly in the Met Eye – the dark blues had a
brief small patch of light greens, dark greens with a yellow centre.
And this prediction was centred over us. It was small compared to
the overall chart. It looked like a mistake. It wasn’t. The most read
on our gauges, once I’d turned them on, was 37 knots, although for
a while there the readings were a steady range of high twenties to
low thirties. The boats turned around, we were facing south, then
west. The closest boat to us seemed awfully close although when I
finally got the golf ranger out he was almost 50 meters away. We
checked our gauges - we hadn’t moved – I very much suspect that
the boat, whose name is Storm Bay, (how appropriate) had less
chain out than us. The skipper was on the back deck, probably
keeping an eye on us as we were keeping an eye on him in the
strong winds and the rain, but we didn’t engage. Of course all this
excitement happened around dusk and into the darkening evening.
We are just grateful it was less intense than last year’s storm at Tin
Can Bay where the gauges went from below 10 knots to over 50
© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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28th October 2020. The sun, having beaten me up, was shining through the gaps in the clouds of this
morning’s grey skies. It was 0600. There were however blue skies to the north and west. Storm Bay still
looked close but was still about 50 meters away. We were all facing south making this an anchorage with
a lee shore.
The forecast was still for showers, possible storm, as it had been for the past few days –this time
however it was for 80% chance of rain (yesterday the amount of rain expected for today had indicated 5
to 20 mm) – the rainfall Met Eye had 25-50% rainfall most of the day but there was nothing on the radar
at 0630.
After doing yesterday’s dishes, I made muffins for breakfast (chocolate and walnut) as there wasn’t
enough muesli for both of us. There was practically no wind. There are good and bad sides to no wind.
The good is that raising and lowering the tinnie is (in the most part) easy, and the mind is more at ease less stressful. The not so good is that the swell takes over and you get a rocky ride. It doesn’t help if you
are facing away from the protection of the land into it, of course. And then there are the midgies!
Fortunately for us at the moment we are too far away from land for them to bother us on boat (much).
The 1330 thunder grumbles came early again today, but not as early as initially expected. In fact we
heard little grumbles around 1230 – the previous murmurings in the sky had
started around 1200.
It was expected, yet the main part of the storm was on the mainland. The skies
were a lovely blue when we got to shore for a walk to Fisherman’s’ Beach. And
they were still a lovely blue when we got back to Long Beach around 2.5 hours
later, although the mugginess in the air was palpable, and there were obvious
congestus clouds over the mainland. We had stopped to chat to a few boats on
the way and had enjoyed a cold drink break at the Tropical Vibe.
Wildlife seen included small lizards and goats, crows, kookaburras, and friar
birds. The bird spot of the day was a sunbird on the wires of the shades at the
Tropical Vibe shed.
We had headed north along the ‘Masons Lookout Track’ and back via the track
past the rubbish dump that comes out at the east end of Long Beach. These are
both easy tracks (or most of them anyway), and becoming my preferred route to
and from the ‘resort’ areas.
Upon return we ‘walked’ the tinnie down
the beach - it was getting to low tide –
and detoured via Blue Pointer for a
cuppa before heading back in the slight
drizzle for lunch on Sengo.
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The evening of the 28th October was a complete contrast – the
storms came in – the gauges read 35.6 knots at one stage and
one boat in particular didn’t hold.
I will give credit to a fellow yachtie (who happened to be the
one who pulled the ?^%&*^* out of the way on the 22nd
October) who got into his tender in the middle of the tempest
and helped this catamaran get away from the power boats and
reset its anchor!

© Trish Ebert www.purrinalong.com.au
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Monkeying around at Monkey Beach.
29th October 2020. The morning was calm, and perfect to go snorkeling, except
that low tide was around 1400. So we waited. In the meantime I spent the time
cleaning and polishing the inside of the starboard gunwale.
After lunch, at around 1300 we dressed in our ‘very elegant’ stinger suits and
motored around the corner in the tinnie. Bypassing the mooring buoy, we
anchored just off the reef a bit further toward the shore. The coral isn’t great but it
was lovely to see all the fish. It has been such a long time. I didn’t get photos of
most of them – I was just too impatient to see everything, or to get the camera
aimed in the right direction (without my prescription glasses it is a bit hard to see
where the camera is pointed). I also didn’t slow down enough for in-focus shots.
However we had a great time and the plus was that my hamstring didn’t feel all
that bad when I got back to boat. The minus however was that the camera has had
a conniption – I got the final shot before we crawled back into the tinnie – but it
just didn’t work after that.
30th October 2020. A rubbish run. And breakfast. A rubbish run from Fisherman’s Beach is easy, because
that’s where the bins are located. A rubbish run from Long Beach however is a 3 plus kilometre walk each way. This afternoon was meant to be windy – to a certain extent, but the morning promised light
winds (at least that was what was predicted). The sun rose behind clouds but the winds seemed as
forecast. High tide wasn’t until 0830. At 0730 we were on shore. We’d had half a tin of fruit each for
breakfast but it wasn’t enough for a decent meal and so I counted on having a breakfast in the ‘resort’
area. Tropical Vibe however wasn’t open so we headed across to the Eco Resort to see what they offered.
Surprisingly their breakfast menu looks better than their lunch menu. The service was still a bit slow,
but friendlier than our evening happy hour experience at the start of the month, and we ate our
breakfast overlooking the water across to Middle Island. We’d taken the track to ‘Masons lookout’ to
‘town,’ and we returned by the track past the rubbish dump, and as we’d had brekkie at the tavern, the
loop included the pathway into and behind the eco resort as well. The majority of this loop track is
shaded and provides opportunities for bird (and goat) watching . There was an osprey sitting above its
nest on the communication tower near Fisherman’s Beach but the bird spot of the walk was a Pheasant
Coucal near the rubbish dump.
Shorty after we’d returned to boat the wind picked up. The anchorage had had a horde of boats come in
last night and I figured they’d stay for the northerlies over the next couple of days. However about a
third of the boats had left this morning but by late afternoon there were replacements. Close to 40 boats
were back here spending the night.
Jobs of the day; clean and polish around the hatches on the starboard side. Armoralled a couple of dark
plastic pieces read a bit, washed a few items of clothing, made lunch. Eventually, I put the starboard
hatch covers back on and it made huge difference to the amount of light (and more specifically heat) that
is coming in the starboard hull.
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31st October 2020. There were no excursions off
boat today. The morning winds were supposed
to be reasonable – the afternoon winds however
were expected to gust to high twenties, and
whilst I wasn’t watching our gauges Yeppoon
and Rosslyn Bay did indeed see such wind
speeds. I started the day by making muesli for
breakfast. After that I was trying to spur myself
on to do boat jobs. The day was looking to get hot
and working outside isn’t exactly a smart move.
However I started a rust run on the bbq, but
decided it needed a general clean first. To avoid
getting too exposed I did the job in ten minute
tranches but it took a while as I kept popping
back inside to get out of the sun. Inside I mostly
read. By the end of the day I had tidied up the
back cockpit as well. Andrew fiddled with some
engine gear adjustments and by the time we
went to bed we’d also sorted out some
paperwork that was long overdue. There was an
exodus of boats again this morning but more had
come in by late afternoon – over 40 boats again
called this home tonight.
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